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A Selective List of Books Available at the San Francisco Public Library 

Compiled by Library Staff 

  

Sundays with Science Series 

February 17, 2013 – How Safe is Safe, and Who Decides? 
 

 

Safe – Food 
 
Making Supper Safe: One Man’s Quest to Learn the Truth about Food Safety (2011) 

Hewitt, Ben 

Call Number: 363.192 H4971m 

In Making Supper Safe , Ben Hewitt exposes the vulnerabilities inherent to the US food industry, 

where the majority of our processing facilities are inspected only once every seven years, and 

where government agencies lack the necessary resources to act on early warning signs. Hewitt 

introduces a vibrant cast of characters and revolutionaries who are reinventing how we grow, 

process, package, distribute, and protect our food, and even how we protect ourselves. 

The Safe Food Handbook: How to Make Smart Choices about Risky Food (2011) 

Perrett, Heli 

Call Number: 363.1926 P427s 

Dr. Heli Perrett provides clear guidance on how to recognize the riskiest foods and places to eat, 

protect yourself from dangerous microbes like E.coli and Salmonella, and reduce toxins that build 

up in your body. Learn which corners you can cut and which you shouldn't. Organized by food group, 

The Safe Food Handbook demystifies the perils in our food -- infectious bacteria, deadly molds, 

hormones, antibiotics, toxins, irradiation, and even wax on produce.  

Safe Food: The Politics of Food Safety (2010) 

Nestle, Marion 

Call Number: 363.1926 N376s 2010 

Food safety is a matter of intense public concern. Millions of annual cases of food "poisonings" 

raise alarm not only about the food served in restaurants and fast-food outlets but also about foods 

bought in supermarkets. The introduction of genetically modified foods – immediately dubbed 

"Frankenfoods" – only adds to the general sense of unease. Marion Nestle argues that ensuring 

safe food involves more than washing hands or cooking food at higher temperatures. It involves 

politics. She demonstrates how powerful food industries oppose safety regulations, deny 

accountability, and blame consumers when something goes wrong, and how century-old laws for 

ensuring food safety no longer protect our food supply.  

Governing Risk in GM Agriculture (2011) 

Baram, Michael and Bourrier, Mathilde 

Call Number: 344.0423 G7462 (Library Use Only) 

This book addresses the issues and methods involved in governing risks posed by genetically 

modified (GM) agriculture. It examines the evolution of policies intended to ensure the safety of GM 

crops and food products in the United States and Europe, and the regulatory approaches and other 
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social controls employed to protect human health, the environment, conventional farming and 

foods, and the interests and rights of consumers.  

Genetic Roulette: The Documented Health Risks of Genetically Engineered Food (2007) 

Smith, M. 

Call Number: 644 Sm59g 

Eating genetically modified food is gambling with every bite. The biotech industry's claim that 

genetically modified (GM) foods are safe is shattered in this groundbreaking book. Sixty-five health 

risks of the foods that Americans eat every day are presented in easy-to-read two-page spreads. 

The left page is designed for the quick scanning reader; it includes bullets, illustrations, and quotes. 

The right side offers fully referenced text, describing both research studies and theoretical risks. 

The second half of Genetic Roulette shows how safety assessments on GM crops are not 

competent to identify the health problems presented in the first half. It also exposes how industry 

research is rigged to avoid finding problems.  

Food Safety: Old Habits, New Perspectives (2007) 

Entis, Phyllis 

Call Number: 363.1926 En829f 

This book provides food safety information in an informal style with minimal jargon. The author 

emphasizes that the responsibility for a safe food supply is shared by various groups of people from 

food processors and consumers to educators and regulators.  

Safe – Medical 
 

Safe Patients, Smart Hospitals: How One Doctor’s Checklist Can Help Us Change Health Care from 

the Inside Out (2010) 

Pronovost, Peter J. and Vohr, Eric 

Call Number: 610.289 P9449s 

The inspiring story of how a leading innovator in patient safety found a simple way to save 

countless lives. First, do no harm – doctors, nurses, and clinicians swear by this code of conduct. 

Yet in hospitals and doctors' offices across the country, errors are made every single day - 

avoidable, simple mistakes that often cost lives. Inspired by two medical mistakes that not only 

ended in unnecessary deaths but hit close to home, Dr. Peter Pronovost made it his personal 

mission to improve patient safety and make preventable deaths a thing of the past, one hospital at 

a time. He created an easy five-step checklist based on the most up-to-date research for his fellow 

doctors and nurses to follow, hoping that streamlining procedures could slow the rate of infections 

from which patients often died. In Safe Patients, Smart Hospitals , Dr. Pronovost shares his own 

experience, anecdotal stories from his colleagues at Johns Hopkins and other hospitals that have 

made his approach their own, alongside comprehensive research, showing readers how small 

changes make a huge difference in patient care.  
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Risk – Risk Assessment 
 

Catastrophe: Risk and Response (2004) 

Posner, Richard 

Call Number: 363.34 P843c 

Catastrophes, whether natural or man-made, that could destroy the human race are often 

dismissed as alarmist or fanciful, the stuff of science fiction. In fact the risk of such disasters is real 

and growing. Weighing the risk and the possible responses in each case, Posner shows us what to 

worry about and what to dismiss, and discusses concrete ways of minimizing the most dangerous 

risks.  

Reckoning with Risk: Learning to Live with Uncertainty (2004) 

Gigerenzer, Gerd 

Call Number: 158.83 G367r 2003 

Gerd Gigerenzer's Reckoning with Risk: Learning to Live with Uncertainty illustrates how we can 

learn to make sense of statistics and turn ignorance into insight. However much we want certainty 

in our lives, it feels as if we live in an uncertain and dangerous world. But are we guilty of wildly 

exaggerating the chances of some unwanted event happening to us? Are we misled by our 

ignorance of the reality of risk?  

Risk: A Practical Guide for Deciding What’s Really Safe and What’s Really Dangerous in the World 

Around You (2002) 

Ropeik, David 

Call Number: 613.6 R681r 

 

We continually face new risks in our world. This essential family reference will help you understand 

worrisome risks so you can decide how to stay safe and how to keeps risks in perspective. Authors 

David Ropeik and George Gray include information on 50 top hazards - your likelihood of exposure, 

the consequences, and ways to reduce your risk. They cover topics such as cancer, biological 

weapons, indoor air pollution, pesticides, and radiation. 

 

 

Risk – Risk Taking (Psychology) 
 
Risk Intelligence: How to Live with Uncertainty (2012) 

Evans, Dylan 

Call Number: 302.12 Ev154r 

Author Dylan Evans writes about the newly discovered special kind of intelligence for assessing 

risks, revealing how vital risk intelligence is in our lives. 
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Risk – Uncertainty 
 
The Flaw of Averages: Why We Underestimate Risk in the Face of Uncertainty (2009) 

Savage, Sam L. 

Call Number: 338.5 Sa932f 

As the recent collapse on Wall Street shows, we are often ill-equipped to deal with uncertainty and 

risk. Yet every day we base our personal and business plans on uncertainties, whether they be next 

month's sales, next year's costs, or tomorrow's stock price. In The Flaw of Averages , Sam Savage  

describes common avoidable mistakes in assessing risk in the face of uncertainty. He shows why 

plans based on average assumptions are wrong, on average, in areas as diverse as healthcare, 

accounting, the War on Terror, and climate change.  

Probability and Statistics: The Science of Uncertainty (2011) 

Tabak, John 

Call Number: 519.209 T111p 2011 

 

Includes topics such as randomness, probability and its uses,  probability as a mathematical 

discipline, and probability and risk – an application. 

 

 

San Francisco Public Library Database 
 

Science Online (Facts on File) 

 

Presents a broad range of scientific disciplines through extensive definitions, essays, diagrams, 

biographies, and experiments such as risk evaluation and probability.  Please Note: You will 

need a San Francisco Public Library card and PIN to access the database. 

 

To access this database, go to the San Francisco Public Library website, sfpl.org.  Hover over the 

eLibrary tab, which will display a pull-down menu. From this menu, click on Articles and 

Databases, and an alphabetical listing of databases will appear. Scroll down to Science Online 

(Facts on File) and click on the link to enter the database. 

 

 


